
Most cameras have the following modes:

Auto

P (Program)

Tv/S (Time Value/Shutter)

Av/A (Aperture Value/Aperture)

M (Manual)

Canon

Nikon

Exposure Controls



Auto:

The camera controls everything 
(shutter, aperture, ISO, white balance, flash, etc., controlled by camera)

With most cameras, the user cannot override the 
camera (including activating the flash)

Useful for quick grab shots (point & shoot)

Exposure Controls



Auto
Exposure Controls

User cannot make adjustments



Exposure Controls

P (Program):

The camera controls shutter speed and aperture
(also ISO if controls set to “Auto ISO”)

Exposure compensation is available

The user can override the camera

Recommended for situations in which there is 
little time to adjust camera settings



Exposure Controls
P (Program)

User can change exposure compensation, ISO and control flash



Exposure Controls
Tv/S (Time value/Shutter):

User chooses shutter speed; camera selects aperture 

Use to blur or freeze motion
(slower shutter speeds will blur motion, faster shutter speeds to freeze motion)

Exposure compensation is available

Be careful using slow shutter speeds when hand 
holding your camera

General rule when handholding: Shutter speed should 
not be less than the reciprocal of your lens length (mm)
(Example: with a 50 mm lens, the shutter speed should not be lower than 1/50 second)



Exposure Controls
Tv/S (Time value/Shutter)

User can change shutter, exposure compensation, ISO and control flash



Exposure Controls

Av/A (Aperture value/Aperture):

User chooses aperture; camera selects shutter speed 

Exposure compensation is available

The lower the f stop, the larger the aperture
The higher the f stop, the smaller the aperture

Use to blur background or increase depth of field    
(large apertures will blur the background, small apertures can allow for both foreground 
and background to be in focus)



Exposure Controls

Large aperture – f4                        Small aperture – f11



Exposure Controls
Av/A (Aperture value/Aperture)

User can change aperture, exposure compensation, ISO and control flash



Exposure Controls

M (Manual):

User controls both aperture and shutter speed 
(use your meter in the viewfinder)

Provides the ultimate user control
(usually best for night shots)

Set shutter speed to Bulb for long time exposures
(shutter stays open as long as the shutter release is pressed)

Or use Time for long time exposures
(shutter opens with first shutter release press and closes with second shutter 
release press)



Exposure Controls
M (Manual)

User may change anything
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